
Reflection
Ideas to get players
to reflect : During

R|CRICHARD CASHMAN

Reflection allows you to take a moment to pause, detangle and extract
information through observations and experiences, then explore
different alternate views and set effective action plans in place.

Name: Date:

THINKING

QUESTIONS STANDARDS
TOP TIP

VIDEO

DISCUSSION

PEER-TO-PEER

During the training/game, break the
players into subgroups or partners, to
discuss an individual action, activity,
and/or game, which might be framed
around powerful questions to reflect on
during the session. What are they
learning? What are their outcomes?
What can they do to enhance their
actions, behaviours, and emotions? 

It's important to remember that
there is no one-size-fits-all
approach, and you may use various
approaches each time, or even let
each player pick their own way to
reflect in a way that works best for
them.

Allocate times during the session for
players to "buddy-up" with other
players so that they can provide
feedback and reflect "peer-to-peer"
on actions, activities, or SSG.. These
conversations can be scaffolded with
questions or statements to aid in the
reflection.

Provide players with a set of guidelines
or resources to set the standard for
what is expected of them. Provide
players with a technical breakdown of
short passing, for example, so that
they may read and reflect on their own
performance, adapt, or request more
guidance from the coach on a specific
step.

Coaches might use technology such as an
iPad, Veo Video System, or Camera to
capture players' actions and provide
instant on-field opportunities to reflect in
action, depending on the equipment
available. Individual reflection,
conversations, debates, coach feedback,
and peer-to-peer feedback are just a few
examples of how this method can be
implemented.

Coaches can either provide pre-determined
questions or pose questions based on what has
been seen at various intervals included in the
session plan to allow players to reflect during
the session. For example, by giving each player a
specific amount of time to tell another person
what they've done well? Where they can
improve? How & where they can use this action
in a game? Why this activity is valuable to them?
What have they enjoyed about it? Etc. 

Encouraging players to think about their
actions, movements, behaviours, and
emotions in real-time during training and/or
games will grow into an unconscious habit
that they will utilise to learn and develop.
Examples: The weight of the pass wasn't
quite right? Need to work on specific
movements to create space? I'm good at
communicating with my teammates. 
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Reflection
Ideas to get players
to reflect: Post
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Reflection allows you to take a moment to pause, detangle and extract
information through observations and experiences, then explore
different alternate views and set effective action plans in place.

Name: Date: Teacher:

MIND MAP

QUESTIONS VOICE NOTE
TOP TIP

VIDEO

DISCUSSION

GOOGLE FORM

Divide the participants into subgroups
or partners after the training/game.
These discussions may be assisted
with reflection cards that include
powerful questions such as: What did
they learn? In what contexts might
they be utilised in a game? What did
they do well, and how could they
improve next time? Plans of action?

Allow players to actively participate
in creating a mind map as they
attempt to make sense of their
experience and learning by
implementing an action plan.
Developing a fun way to better
understand ideas and aiding in the
recalling of information from a
session or game.

To make sense of their experience
and learning from the previous
session or game, players can video
themselves deconstructing the
game using any device. As a coach,
you could also complete this and
share it with all players.

As a coach, you might create a
Google Form with various reflecting
questions that players may fill at
home after the session, either
anonymously or not. Allows you to
observe how the player found the
session, as well as any gaps in
understanding or who may want extra
support and guidance.

Using a reflection template with
several types of reflective questions
that players may complete after
training or a session. These templates
might be general or tailored to each
player, position, or unit, for example.
Providing an insight into each player's
interpretation and learning.

Allow participants to record a quick
1-minute voice note of their
observations and thoughts on the
previous session and/or game.
Again, as a coach, you have the
ability to shape the reflections by
offering meaningful questions.

It's important to remember that
there is no one-size-fits-all
approach, and you may use various
approaches each time, or even let
each player to pick their own way to
reflect in a way that works best for
them.

Adapted from fourclockfaculty.com
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